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Miles Kelly Publishing Ltd, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 292 x 222 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. 100 Facts Venom is bursting with exactly 100 awesome facts,
mind-blowing images and fun activities to help children learn everything they need to know about
the ferocious world of venomous creatures. 100 Facts Venom includes key topics about venomous
animals in easily-digestible, numbered facts. Information is surrounded by amazing illustrations
and photographs that put facts into context for children. Essential topics covered in 100 Facts
Venom: The different types of venom and their effects Poisonous predators and how they hunt
Which mammals are surprisingly venomous Examples of I don t believe it fascinating facts: If
certain kinds of strong-biting spider were the same size as a human, their sharp, deadly fangs
would be bigger than bananas! Death stalker scorpions probably kill at least 5000 people each year.
As the sun rises, they often come into cool, shady houses- just as people are walking around
barefoot. If a Gila monster lizard bites, it usually hangs on so hard that the only way to loosen its
grip is to put the whole lizard underwater. Activities to make learning accessible and interactive...
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Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V

Completely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. I am very easily can get a
pleasure of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Antone Rog a hn Sr .-- Mr . Antone Rog a hn Sr .
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